Abstract-In this paper, we present a new parallel-coupled-line microstrip bandpass filter with suppressed spurious passband. Using a continuous perturbation of the width of the coupled lines following a sinusoidal law, the wave impedance is modulated so that the harmonic passband of the filter is rejected while the desired passband response is maintained virtually unaltered. This strip-width perturbation does not require the filter parameters to be recalculated and, this way, the classical design methodology for coupled-line microstrip filters can still be used. At the same time, the fabrication of the resulting filter layout does not involve more difficulties than those for typical coupled-line microstrip filters. To test this novel technique, order-3 Butterworth bandpass filters have been designed at 2.5 GHz with a 10% fractional bandwidth and different values of the perturbation amplitude. It is shown that for a 47.5% sinusoidal variation of the nominal strip width, a harmonic rejection of more than 40 dB is achieved in measurement while the passband at 2.5 GHz is almost unaltered.
to cascade additional filters that can reject the spurious passbands. This solution, however, increases the filter layout area and introduces additional insertion losses.
In this context, more compact microstrip bandpass filters that achieve spurious passband suppression have been proposed by using a uniplanar compact photonic-bandgap (UC-PBG) structure as a machined ground plane in a parallel-coupled-line microstrip filter [2] . The ground-plane structure in [2] introduces a periodic disturbance that rejects the spurious passbands of the microstrip filter and, at the same time, acts as a slow-wave structure that reduces the total physical size of the parallel-coupled-line microstrip filter itself, achieving a 20% shortening in the reported results. However, this slow-wave effect is achieved strongly in the even mode of the coupled lines, but very weakly in the odd mode, substantially increasing the difference between the phase constant of the even and odd modes [3] . As it is well known, the difference between these phase constants produces spurious effects in the frequency response of the bandpass filter [4] , giving rise in the discussed case to low attenuation in the rejected band placed immediately to the right-hand side of the desired passband (around 20 dB in the results reported in [3] ). Moreover, the design of the parallel coupled-line filter must be completely recalculated involving the need for new graphs to relate the physical and electrical parameters of the coupled lines once the chosen UC-PBG structure is introduced in the ground plane [3] .
Unlike these microstrip bandpass filters with a UC-PBG ground plane [2] or the rejected-band photonic bandgap (PBG) microstrip devices with sinusoidal patterns etched in the ground plane proposed in [5] and [6] , the standard filters described in the classical literature exhibited a periodic frequency response with harmonic bands. However, one common disadvantage for all these structures having a periodic pattern etched in the ground plane is that the resulting device is not simple to use in practical applications. This is because the whole structure must be suspended far from other ground conductors for the periodic ground plane to be effective.
To overcome this problem, and to broaden at the same time the applicability of the concepts introduced in [5] and [6] on ground-plane sinusoidal etching, in this paper, we propose to introduce a periodic pattern modulating the strip widths of a parallel-coupled-line microstrip bandpass filter while leaving the ground plane unperturbed. It will be shown that employing a continuous modulation pattern that follows a sinusoidal law, the replica of the response at the harmonic of the design frequency can be eliminated, thereby strongly improving the filter perfor-0018-9480/01$10.00 ©2001 IEEE mance. The design procedure is very simple and does not need a recalculation of the coupled-line dimensions (space between lines, line length, and line mean width) to introduce the wiggle. In fact, the classical design methodology for coupled-line microstrip filters is employed. This way, very effective rejection of the harmonic passband is obtained, while the design passband is almost unaltered.
II. COUPLING OF MODES AND BRAGG EFFECTS IN WAVEGUIDES
A continuous and periodic perturbation of the cross section of a waveguide results in a corresponding modulation of the wave impedance of the electromagnetic waves in the structure and it yields to Bragg reflection in some frequency bands. This phenomenon has been extensively studied in optics where it is well known that, for a weak periodic perturbation of a waveguide, the device frequency response in reflection is given, in a first estimation, by the Fourier transform of the coupling coefficient (closely related to the perturbation geometry) resulting from this perturbation [7] . This fact has been recently demonstrated for sinusoidal patterns etched in the ground plane of microstrip lines with a constant upper conductor strip width [5] , [6] .
This problem of mode coupling can be generalized for any waveguide mode, including forward-and backward-mode conversions. In a simplified way, it can be formulated for two modes in a generalized waveguide (Fig. 1) having the cross section perturbed following a sinusoidal law, as in (1) (1) where is the waveguide cross section perturbed along , is the propagation axis, is the mean value of the cross section, is the maximum value of the perturbation, and is the difference between the unperturbed phase constants of the two interacting modes, and it is given here in (2) as follows: (2) where is the beat wavelength of the two modes; that is the period of the perturbation along the -axis that makes the two modes satisfy the resonance or coherence relationship. The initial phase in (1) can be adjusted for convenience.
The consequence of this perturbation is that, for the frequencies at which the coherence relationship is held, a continuous transfer of energy between the two modes is guaranteed and the structure acts as a mode converter [8] . Fourier integral transformation theory yields an additional general conclusion: the minimal length of the periodic structure for mode conversion must be at least of the order of the beat wavelength of the two modes of interest. The coherence relationship in (2) guarantees that mode conversion to other unwanted modes that could be coupled by the waveguide perturbations suffers from a destructive interference.
In the case of two interacting modes (one forward and one backward), the last one is considered in (2) including a minus sign in its phase constant. This means that, for Bragg reflection in the same, but counter-propagating mode, the phase constant mismatch must be two times the phase constant of the forward mode, as in (3) (3) A rigorous description of the previous concepts in the frame of the coupled-wave theory (the cross-sectional method) for general nonuniform waveguides can be found in [8] for the case of bound modes. The generalized case of open waveguides including the continuous spectrum of modes is presented in [9] . A full employment of the coupled-wave theory would allow the designer to choose the periodicity, amplitude, and initial phase of the perturbation necessary to have the desired frequency response.
III. "WIGGLY-LINE" FILTER DESIGN
Parallel coupled "wiggly-line" microstrip bandpass filters apply the same concept on which sinusoidal etching of the ground plane [5] , [6] for the rejection of frequency bands relies. A pattern formed by one raised sine (or several ones summed up) either implemented as a periodically removed ground plane or as a periodic variation of the upper conductor strip width could yield to improved filters due to the suppression of harmonics. The advantage of a uniform ground plane, in contrast with [2] , is that it is not sensible to the interaction with other surrounding grounds.
The coupled-wave theory can be formulated for the case of parallel coupled microstrip lines with the same properties discussed in the previous section [10] , [11] . To design the "wiggly-line" filter, we will take advantage of this theory to calculate the period of the perturbation necessary to reject the harmonic passband. Further studies are currently being carried out by the authors to apply the coupled-wave theory to obtain the quantitative frequency response of the structure introduced and, in this way, to characterize the amount of harmonic reduction/main passband distortion, as a function of the amplitude of the perturbation. This would help the designer in deciding the amount of perturbation to use. In Fig. 2 , we show a conventional parallel coupled-line filter [see Fig. 2(a) ] and a novel parallel coupled "wiggly-line" filter [see Fig. 2(b) ] for the same passband requirements. Following the above considerations, the new filter should exhibit (if the perturbation is properly designed) the same passband at the design frequency as the unperturbed one, with an improved out-of-band behavior (harmonic suppressed). To test the performance of these novel techniques, we have designed order-3 Butterworth bandpass filters centered at GHz with 10% fractional bandwidth (i.e., 250 MHz). The substrate employed has relative dielectric constant and thickness mm. The first stage in the design process of the "wiggly-line" filter is to calculate a conventional parallel coupled microstrip filter to meet the specifications required. The design equations to obtain the layout parameters are very well known and can be found in classical microwave books [1] . The layout dimensions for our case are given in Table I , referring to the variables shown in Fig. 2 and to the effective dielectric constant of the even and odd modes. Using them, the phase constant is calculated as in (4) (4) where and are the guided wavelengths of the even and odd modes and is the light velocity in vacuum. Due to the nonideality of having different phase constants for the even and odd modes in the microstrip coupled lines, their mean value is taken to calculate the physical length of every section of coupled lines in order to have the prescribed electrical length of 90 at the design frequency.
The second stage in the design process is to calculate the period of the sinusoidal perturbation to adjust it to reject the harmonic passband at , where is the design frequency. This case corresponds to backward coupling of the kind of Bragg reflection in the same, but counter-propagating mode, thus, (3) is applicable and the coherence relationship reduces to (5) (5) Due to the nonideality of having different phase constants for the even and odd modes, their mean value is employed again to perform the calculations. Taking advantage of the moderate dispersion existent for the fundamental modes in the microstrip lines and neglecting it, the phase constant of the forward mode to be rejected at is simply calculated as two times the phase constant at the design frequency as follows:
where is the guided wavelength at the design frequency. Introducing this result in the coherence relationship of (5), we obtain (7) This means that the beat wavelength (the period of the perturbation necessary to satisfy the coherence relationship and this way to reject the mode) is equal to one-quarter of the guided wavelength at the design frequency of the microstrip filter, as indicated in (8) (8) It must be noted that every coupled-line section of the filter will have its own mean phase constant value and, therefore, its own guided wavelength at the design frequency , but all of them will have the same electrical length of 90 at the design frequency, corresponding to . This means that, in every coupled line section, exactly a complete period of perturbation can be accommodated. The third and last stage in the design process consists of the introduction of the perturbation in the conventional filter previously designed. This perturbation will be introduced in an asymmetrical way, modulating the outer edge of the coupled lines, but keeping the inner edge (coupling region) unaltered (constant distance between the coupled lines and straight shape), as can be seen in Fig. 2 . This way, the conductor strip-width variation in the th coupled line section can be expressed as in (9), where varies from zero to the beat wavelength at this coupled-line section (equal to the physical length of the section), and the initial phase is fixed alternatively to 0 and 180 as follows: (9) where is the variable width of the conductor strips of the th coupled line section, is their initial phases (0 and 180 ), is the constant widths calculated for the conventional filter, is the beat wavelength (the period of the sinusoidal perturbation for the th coupled-line section), and is the strip-width modulation parameter expressed in percentage (see Fig. 2 ). The optimal initial phase of the perturbation in every coupled-line section has been chosen to maximize the rejection level achieved in the undesired passbands.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS
A systematic simulation of multiple prototypes, designed as stated in the previous section, with different perturbation ampli- tudes (different ) has been performed to test the tradeoff between the spurious passband rejection level and the preservation of the shape and matching of the main passband. All the simulations have been done using an Agilent Momentum planar circuit simulator, considering a 1.27-mm-thick substrate with relative dielectric constant . Several prototypes have been fabricated on a Rogers RO3010 substrate, using a numerical milling machine (Fig. 3) . The measurements have been realized with a HP 8753-D vector network analyzer (up to 6 GHz).
In Figs. 4 and 5, the simulated and experimental results are presented for the conventional parallel coupled-line microstrip filter and two parallel coupled-"wiggly-line" prototypes with perturbations % and %. A very good agreement between simulations and experimental data has been obtained. The little differences found can be due to the tolerances in the fabrication process and to the presence of the connector junctions in the constructed prototypes. It can be observed that, the bigger the amplitude of the perturbation in the coupled lines, the higher the rejection level of the spurious passband. At the same time, the return losses and shape of the main passband are maintained very similar in both the unperturbed and perturbed cases, in this way offering a very satisfactory performance. As an example, we can see that with a perturbation %, a harmonic rejection of over 40 dB is achieved in measurement, while the main passband is kept almost unaltered.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed the strip-width modulation of otherwise traditionally designed parallel coupled-line microstrip filters in order to suppress their spurious passband. The strip-width modulation for each coupled-line section follows a sinusoidal law whose spatial periodicity must be matched to the wavelength of the harmonic of the design frequency to be rejected. This way, enhanced out-of-band behavior can be obtained while maintaining the main passband virtually unaltered. This technique has important advantages since the wiggle of the lines does not force the prototype parameters to be recalculated. Moreover, the novel prototypes do not demand special fabrication processes or special installation requirements (e.g., suspended structures) different from those needed for classical coupled-line microstrip filters. 
